Editors Words
This issue covers all the events that took place
during the summer months and looks forward
to the winter season.
Although the weather was typically British
this year, the club put on a number of
successful events such as “Push the Boat Out”
and the Longest Day race. Sadly, some other
events fell victim to the unpredictable weather
– the annual open day was something of a
wash-out, and only two of the four planned
cruising and coaching sessions went ahead.
Also included is a report on the long-awaited
club away-day.
Also in this issue is the Sea Scouts news letter
who have recently set up base at the club.
We have also included an article on some of
the birds that may make an appearance on our
lake over the coming months; our thanks to
Dick Sawdon-Smith for this interesting article.
Ian and Melanie Wickens

Push the Boat Out was the RYA’s nation-wide initiative to get
as many boats out on the water as possible to show support for
our Olympic sailors in their quest for gold.
It was a warm summer’s
day although a little still for
sailing purposes. A number
of events were organised
during the day, ranging
from a pursuit race (for
those who haven’t
experienced one, the
slowest boat starts first
followed by the other boats
in order of their handicap, who attempt to chase down the other
boats over a period of an hour). Our club Commodore, Tom
Lori, started off in his
Mirror and proved difficult
to catch even for the more
experienced sailors as the
very light air made progress
hard. After an hour’s
sailing, and a traffic jam as
the competitors tried to get

through and round the island, the race ended with no one
capable of catching Tom.
After a BBQ and some refreshment at the
clubhouse, we next attempted to take a
photo of all the boats for the RYA website.
This turned out to be far from
straightforward, in spite of the light breeze,
but with patient shepherding from the
rescue boat and a little surreptitious
paddling, we managed to get all the
dinghies lined up. Rose encouraged us all
to decorate our boats with balloons and
Union Jack bunting, and some members
even decided to “fly the flag” themselves.
The next event was a team
relay race to collect Olympic
rings posted on marker
buoys. The idea was to
collect 5 coloured rings and
arrange them correctly to
form the Olympic symbol.
The race saw some
interesting tactics as teams
resorted to using oars to overcome the light winds. This race
was won by Bill Taylor’s team after a couple of attempts at
getting the symbol right.
All in all, despite the light to non-existent winds, the day was a
success. A fair selection of other activities can be found on the
RYA facebook page

The longest day race is an annual club event to mark the longest
day and is held on the closest Sunday to it. It is a light-hearted
relay race open to all members, and usually lasts all day. This
year however it was shortened to 3 hours due to the inclement
weather that has been a feature of this summer.
The day started with deciding what boats and teams were
available with a view to getting as many teams out as possible.
After some deliberation four teams were formed.

Team 1
Boat: Comet Versa
Crew: David and Rose Blake,
John Beech and Melanie
Wickens (moonlighting)

Team 2
Boat: Solo
Crew: Ian and Melanie Wickens
with Geoff Planner

Team 3
Boat: RS Qba
Crew: Rob Fitzgerald, Ian
Finlayson and Ed Lockyer

Team 4
Boat: Comet Zero
Crew: Catherine Britton, Mike
Jeffries and Dennis Ollington

The race got under way just
after midday. Team Qba had a
hard start to the race as Ian
Finlayson battled to get used to
the single hander Qba with
gusty winds finding the water
on a couple of occasions. The
Solo (Melanie Wickens) and
Comet Zero (Mike Jeffries) had
a close battle over the first few
laps and constantly swapped
advantage. While all this was
going on the Versa pulled out a decent lead with David Blake at
the helm.

After an hour the teams changed
helmsmen: John Beech relieving
David in the Versa, Geoff Planner
swapping with Melanie, and Rob
Fitzgerald taking over from Ian
Finlayson. Geoff Planner took off
trying to catch the Versa with Rob
in pursuit. Rob did his best but
eventually Geoff’s experience told.
The Versa meanwhile maintained a
reasonable lead having been closed
but not too uncomfortably by Geoff.
To the horror of Catherine, the
Zero under the helm of Dennis
Ollington had an embarrassing
moment of capsizing with the experienced Mike Jeffries on
board. Mike prided himself that he managed not to get wet while
Dennis got totally drenched. The beer arm got plenty of exercise
as the pair frantically bailed out the boat, a process that appeared
to continue for the rest of the race.

The next set of change-overs saw David and Melanie Wickens
replacing John and Rose in the Versa, while Ian Wickens
relieved Geoff in the Solo, and Rob handed over to Ed Lockyer.
Ian got off to a poor start, getting stuck at number seven and

losing ground on the Versa. Ed Lockyer had the same problems
as Ian, and struggled to get used to the Qba while dealing with
gusty winds, resulting in a few unfortunate capsizes.
Eventually the Versa
swapped crews for a
fourth time with the
crew changing to John
and Rose. This cancelled
out Ian’s poor start and
allowed him to gain
ground on the Versa.
With Ian in close pursuit
the horn sounded for the
last lap and both boats
went for the line with the
Solo finishing in front of
the Versa by less than a
boat length. For team Solo this effort was all in vain, as the
handicaps of both boats meant that the Versa had won.
So it was congratulations to the Versa team (David and Rose
Blake, John Beech and the moonlighting Melanie Wickens)
which holds the cup for this year.

From the Training
Principal
It’s been a busy time since I took over as TP from Steve
Warwicker at the AGM in March. We (the Committee) have
submitted a grant application to Sport England for funds to buy
2 new Lasers. The paperwork has been quite horrendous but the
application has finally gone and we await the outcome which
ought to come in November. The idea is to buy the 2 Lasers to
add to the club’s existing one, which will give our Juniors
especially, something exciting to sail in once they’ve out-grown
the Toppers.
On the training front we have run a series of practice events for
our Juniors on Saturdays and on Wednesday evenings. The idea
was to bring them on towards Junior Stage 2. My thanks go to
Dennis Ollington for developing and organising this series of
events. They have turned out to be very effective. The only
disappointing aspect was that we were not able to run a formal
Stage 2 course for these juniors. Never mind - there are plans for
them next year.
Roger Bull, David Blake and I passed the RYA Safety Boat
course in September which will help on training days. On such
training days the RYA require the powerboat driver to hold a
Safety Boat Driver certificate. There is a correct way to offer
help to an overturned boat and its crew.
So, what training is coming up next?
I’m aiming to run a powerboat 1 and 2 course this autumn. Also
we have about 10 juniors who will be old enough next spring

(14 years+) to drive the powerboat so I’m aiming to offer them a
powerboat course as well, hopefully in April next year.
I’d like to run a Junior Dinghy Stage-2 course in April to bring
the juniors on from the recent training mentioned above, again,
hopefully in April.
We don’t really have enough Assistant Instructors (AIs). AIs
help at RYA training events. They accompany the students in
the 2-handed boats while the students practice sailing. The
Senior Instructor has overall responsibility and does all the
theory. Geoff Planner, the club’s Senior Instructor is working
with John Williams to train some AIs this autumn. I’d also like
to run another Assistant Instructor Course next April so if you
think that you’d like to help other members to learn to sail,
please volunteer to be an Assistant Instructor.
I have a plan to run an adult RYA Dinghy Level-2 course next
April or May and perhaps an adult level-1 in June. By then our
juniors ought to be ready for the Junior Stage-3 so I’d like to run
a course for them, perhaps in July.
Finally, the club only runs if its members are prepared to help
out. We need instructors and helpers to make all these training
plans happen. If you’d like to help or become an instructor, or if
you’re interested but need more information, please come and
see me or drop me an e-mail. We need Assistant Instructors,
Dinghy Instructors (the next step up from AI), and a Senior
Instructor (the next step up from DI). The path to Senior
Instructor would normally take about 3 years. AI first in year 1,
DI in year 2 and then SI in year 3, so it’s quite a commitment,
but if any member feels that he or she wants to make it, please
let me know. It would suit someone in the 30-60 age group with
RYA dinghy level-2.
Bill Taylor
Training Principal

RYA Inspection
We passed the RYA inspection in September with nine items to
attend to and the committee has made a start on dealing with
them. I’ve already had an enquiry from the RYA on progress
with these items!
Affiliation to the RYA is important to us because it allows us to
use the RYA name when running courses, which in turn helps
with attracting new members. In some enquiries, the RYA
training is mentioned early in the conversation, so passing these
inspections becomes important as well.
Most of the items for action are in hand by the committee but
some could be delegated to members, so if you’ve an hour or so
to spare…
Bill Taylor

The Jolly
Boys Outing
The Island Sailing Club day at the seaside (aka the Jolly Boys
(and girls!) Outing) was an interesting day, and a good
experience. It gave some of the less experienced members a
chance to try sea sailing, with the comfort of other more
experienced members being around to assist.
On July 14th seven members and their boats made their way to
Northney Marina on Hayling Island. The boats included the new
club GP14, crewed by Maggie
Page and Bill Taylor, and
various member boats – Mirror
(Tom Lori), Comet Versa
(David and Rose Blake) and our
RS Vision (Ian and Melanie
Wickens). The marina is
conveniently located at the top
of Hayling, close to the
causeway linking the island to the mainland. Launching and
recovery cost £11, and there was plenty of room to park trailers
and launching trolleys. The only
problem with the slip is that it is
tidal so the timing of launching
and recovery had to be planned
with this in mind. The idea was
to launch early, taking advantage
of the falling tide on the outward
leg and returning home on the
incoming tide. The public slip

was not commonly used a great deal for launching and could
have done with clearing, but the location was good to give us a
run down to the harbour entrance and across to East Head beach
for lunch.
The marina itself is of reasonable size with good facilities such
as showers etc. It was relatively cheap to leave a boat overnight
as we did - just £15 for our size of boat. We travelled down the
evening before and stayed with family nearby. We decided to do
this as we had not transported our boat before and wanted to
take our time getting down and setting up the boat. The other
members had a very early start, and travelled down on Saturday
morning.
We all met up at the marina’s public slip way at around 8:00am.
The slip needs keys for padlocks for a couple of gates and these
were obtained from the clubhouse.
Mother Hen for the day was Geoff Planner in his 30 foot cruiser
Sea Drive. He had good experience of the area and could give
assistance to any of the flock that needed it.
While awaiting the arrival of Geoff, whose boat was moored
further down Hayling Island and so had to make its way up to
meet us, the group rigged the boats.
Geoff came ashore to meet us and after giving each boat crew a
chart of where we were going and an explanation of a number of
markers that marked the channel to follow and things for the
less experienced of us to watch out for, the group got on its way.
The wind was of decent level and made for good sailing. With
the wind behind us we made our way down the channel,
sometimes circling back for the slower Mirror. It certainly made
a change to have constant wind without the weird direction
changes that occur on our lake! It must have taken a couple of
hours for the group to make their way down to the bottom of
Hayling Island where a lot more sailing activity could be seen.

The south-east corner of Hayling is home to a prestigious sailing
club, where some of Britain’s top sailors learned their trade.
There was great mixture of dinghies on the water that could be
seen scurrying around.
The group forked left here
and made its way across to
the East Head beach where as
we approached, we were
treated to the sight of a fleet
of X-class keel boats racing
with their spinnakers up,
which made for good
viewing. There was also a
solitary Moth – an amazing development class, which skims
over the surface of the water on foils, rather like a hydrofoil.
The group made their way to the beach where we landed and
anchored up, although in our case not too successfully – our
boat made a bid for freedom and had to be rescued by a friendly
escort boat. The sand was soft and the anchor needed to be
really firmly buried. Some of the other member boats were also
on the verge of losing grip.
Geoff ferried us from the
shore to his cruiser for lunch.
It was extremely fortunate
that Geoff had his cruiser,
because despite assurances
from our resident man from
the Met Office (sorry Bill!)
that the weather would
improve during the day, the
heavens opened and the thunder and lightning began. We
enjoyed our sandwiches with warm drinks while we watched the
rain come down.

After the rain had passed over, we decided to make our way
back to the marina. We left East Head at about 2pm and sailed
back out and started beating up the channel, taking advantage of
the rising tide.
Unfortunately on the
homeward leg, the rain set in
with a vengeance. We heard
a hissing noise, and hastily
turned up collars and gritted
our teeth as we watched a
band of heavy rain making
its way towards us with the
raindrops hitting the surface
of the water hard enough to kick up spray which was evident
from a distance. It eventually hit but we carried on and were
thankful for our wet weather gear, although we personally could
have done with hoods.
As we approached the slip the importance of taking tides into
account became evident as even with centreboards fully raised,
the dinghies touched the bottom on their way up the channel.
This also meant that
Geoff had to stop further
up the channel and had a
reasonable trip in his
tender to ferry over
picnic bags for the
members which he had
kindly offered to carry
for us.
The only casualty of the day was the Commodore Tom Lori
who felt the effects of the rain and had the unfortunate
experience of knocking a hole in the bottom of his Mirror when
landing on the shingle shore.

The day although wet at times was highly enjoyable, and would
have been fantastic if the weather had been better – but it
wouldn’t be a proper British summer without a bit of rain now
would it?!
Our thanks go to Geoff, who put so much time and effort into
planning the excursion, shepherding us wayward dinghy sailors
and making sure we all arrived home safe and sound (if rather
damp), and also to his wife Ann, who made us all welcome
aboard.

To any members who feel they would like to give sea sailing a
try, we highly recommend it. We would very much like to
repeat the outing next year, and hopefully the club will once
again allow us to use the club boats.

For the Second in our “Spotlight” series we are focusing on
popular dinghy instructor Maggie Page who recounts how she got
into sailing.
Sailing for me began many years
ago when I left my home in
London and arrived at St Osyths
College, Clacton-on-Sea where I
was to spend the next three years
training to be a teacher. Like
most 18 year olds I was excited
to be away from home and eager
to begin my new life. In the first
few weeks of college we had a
‘freshers’ evening’ where all the
clubs/societies
that
were
available displayed their wares
and tried to get new members.
With great enthusiasm I joined
the History club, Film club, girls
football club and last but not
least the Sailing club. I had never
been sailing before in my life but
had always, when on holiday,
loved the sea so I thought I
would give it a go.
Our first meeting took place in Hadleigh Common Room and I
was introduced to the other 11 members. The club itself had only
been started the year before by Roger and Andy, our Commodore
and Vice, and they along with a few others had built our one and

only boat - AWIB, so named because it Arrived Without
Instruction Booklet. It was a Mirror Dinghy and it was in that
boat, on a pretty windy day, that I had my very first experience.
Andy took me out for a spin and shouted all necessary
instructions. It was absolutely fantastic. I was hooked. Andy
taught me the rudiments of sailing and I practised whenever I
could until I reached the point where I felt confident enough to
find out for myself why we were always told NEVER SAIL OUT
BEYOND THE PIER. So with my willing crew we set out, on a
fairly windy day, full of bravado, what on earth could be so
difficult about sailing beyond the pier? I imagine you all know
the answer but until we left the shelter of the pier and felt the full
force of the prevailing wind we did not. Suffice to say we only
just managed to keep the boat from capsizing and scuttled back as
fast as we could to the shelter of the pier!!
Over the next few winters I also learnt quite a lot about boat
building as we built BWIB and CWIB. But that’s another story!
After leaving College I moved to Reading where I began my
career as a teacher. My life was full and I gave very little thought

to sailing for a number of years. Then one summer term a leaflet
went up on the staff noticeboard advertising a series of R.Y.A.
courses over the holidays at Burghfield. I signed up and spent a
wonderful week remembering just how much I loved sailing and
also just how much I had still to learn; my training at College had
not been formal. At the end of the week I achieved a Level 3
certificate and within the next few weeks bought my first
Enterprise dinghy; it was not in very good condition and once
again I turned my hand to boat maintenance.

Some time later at school I was chatting with the school nurse
about my boat and how it needed rather a lot of work. The nurse
was Mary Upton, a name I know many who are reading this will
remember very fondly, and she volunteered her husband Ian to
‘have a look’; she also mentioned that she was a member of
I.S.C.R. and that, to cut a long story short, is how I became a
member of the club way back in 1987.

The first time I walked into the club I just knew it was a place
where I would be happy, and I was right. As well as having
great fun sailing and making new friends, I met and married
Mike.
In 1995 we, along with the aforementioned Mary and Ian,
decided to learn more about offshore sailing and signed up to do
a Day Skipper course at Wilson Evening Centre. It was a year’s
course which we completed and passed and then went on to do
Day Skipper practical. Then followed Coastal skipper theory
and practical and yachtmaster Ocean which without a doubt was
the most difficult of the lot.
We still sail with some of the friends we first met at evening
classes in 1995. We meet up socially on a regular basis and have
sailed together in a number of different places. The Solent, lots
and lots, Scotland, the Inner and Outer Hebrides, The West
Country, the south coast of Ireland, Cherbourg and the
Normandy coast, the Channel Islands and Majorca. Next year
we are hoping to sail in and around Greece.
In particular, I enjoy navigation, and being able to use paper
charts, dividers and chart plotter to navigate through some very
foul weather with extremely poor visibility and find the entrance
to Cherbourg Harbour right on the nose was a most satisfying
feeling.
As much as I enjoy offshore sailing, there is an immediacy to
dinghy sailing which cannot be matched and last year I spent a
week completing my R.Y.A. Instructor’s training. I am now
able to support Geoff more fully in training up both new and
older members, something which I really enjoy and I hope will
be of benefit to the club.
Sailing has been a big part of my life now for the last 25 years
and has given me so much pleasure. I will always be grateful to
AWIB and Andy for starting me off on this journey. I wonder
where it will take me next?

BIRDS OF ENGLEFIELD LAKE
What to look for in the winter
I’m sure all members appreciate the amount of bird life we have
on our lake but it is not always realised that as well as our everpresent regulars, we have an influx of visitors in the winter. One
of my favourite diving ducks is the small tufted duck. Although
they now breed happily in this country, some in the winter may
have made the journey from northern Europe or Iceland. The
drake seems from a distance to be black and white but its head is
a deep purple with a long drooping crest giving it its name of
tufted. The duck is a dull brown with just a hint of a tuft.

A pair of tufted ducks
Most winters we have a trio of delightful visiting ducks. One of
these is the pochard. Although it has white flanks and a dark
chest, its head is a chestnut red and its back is grey. Pochards
like nesting on larger lakes in the winter and our visitors may
even come from as far away as Siberia.

A male pochard
The teal is a moorland breeding bird but it tends to leave its
preferred small ponds and lakes for larger water in the winter
when the drake’s colourful plumage is more prominent. If you
look up close it is easily recognisable with its chestnut head
which has a metallic green stripe around the eye and running to
the nape of the neck. The duck can be more easily confused with
other ducks. It’s our smallest duck but well worth keeping an
eye open for this winter.

A pair of teals
Widgeons breed in the north of England and Scotland but spread
out in the winter and our visitors may come from distant places
such as Iceland, Scandinavia, Russia and Siberia. We see the
best of their colours, for this is when the drake has a chestnut
head with a cream and buff forehead and crown. White
underneath, it has grey upper parts with a green wing patch. The
duck is less colourful but can be told by its green wing patch.

A pair of widgeons
We also have other occasional visitors including the goldeneye
and goosander. The goldeneye has what it says, a golden eye,
actually a bright yellow iris. As is so often the case, the colour
of the drake is the most pronounced, a black and white body and
a black head with a green sheen. The duck by contrast is grey
with a brown head and a white collar. They are wonderful
divers. Some are resident in the highlands of Scotland but winter
visitors may also come from north Scandinavia or Russia.

A male goldeneye
The goosander is under threat. Like the cormorant, its efficiency
at fishing has made enemies of our fishermen who want it
declared vermin and therefore enable it to be legally
exterminated. It has a long slender red saw bill. The drake has a

dark green glossy head and neck with a grey rump. The duck is
smaller with chestnut head and grey back. It is an efficient
swimmer able to stay under water for longer than a minute. It is
one of the few ducks that nests in a hole in a tree. It can be
found year round in Scotland, where it has no protection, Wales
and the north of England but immigrants may come from
Scandinavia or north of the continent.

A male goosander
These are just some of our possible winter visitors but if you
keep your eyes open, who knows what other birds you may see.
Dick Sawdon Smith
While on the subject of birds, here is the winning wildlife photo
from the Commodore’s Day: a pair of courting swans, snapped
by Melanie Wickens.

As we have just had the last work party of the year, I would like
to thank all members who gave their time and effort (and tools!)
to the club. With your hard work, we have managed to keep the
whole club site looking very clean and tidy all year.
Thanks go to Dennis Ollington who, through diligent trawling of
the Internet, has got new covers for the club boats. It makes the
boat compound look a lot more inviting to potential new
members.
The black safety-boat engine has had its two-yearly service. I
hope it stays a bit more reliable than the grey one did after its
service last year. We are now using a different company to do
the servicing, so we are hopeful. Thanks to Bill Taylor for
picking it up after its service whilst I was otherwise occupied.
Thanks also to John Beech for getting new combination locks
for the club. We have had two failures of these locks recently, as
some members found out when they could not open the front
gate. As a result, it was decided that new locks would be a good
idea. There is now a combination lock on the petrol store in
place of the rusty broken padlock. The combination is still the
same for all the locks
We recently had an RYA inspection. The overall report came
back very favourably, but there were some issues that needed to
be addressed. I would like to thank Bill Taylor for co-ordinating
the effort on this. He has managed to reduce this list down to
just one major item. This is to do a buoyancy test on the club
Enterprise.
We did try to do this at the last work party, but when it became
apparent that it would entail two people getting very wet, we
postponed the operation. The people concerned would need
wetsuits and a change of clothes! Until this test has been done,
the Enterprise cannot be used. We hope to try again in the next

couple of weeks. If it goes OK, we will be able to use the
Enterprise again.
There is also some work to do on some of the Toppers. There
are some plastic dagger board plates to replace on some. One of
them needs a welding job, as it has a split in the bow. It is pretty
obvious when you look at it, so please don’t use this one until it
has been mended. If in doubt, please ask Dennis, Bill or myself.
We have tidied the garage! I would like to thank everyone who
used their cars to transport the huge amount of rubbish to the
local dump. Until you actually see it, you will not believe the
amount of space that has been freed up. The idea is to have a
workshop where members can work under cover. We now have
enough space to make this plan work.
David Blake – Bosun

UpUp-Coming Events over the Winter
16 December - Christmas Carols
Come along and join in with the festive spirit at the club’s
carol singing evening held at the club house.
7th December - Christmas Dinner
The club’s Christmas Dinner at Bear Wood Lakes Golf
Club where the year’s prizes are given out and enjoy a
friendly evening with the club members.
1st January 2013 - Brass Monkey Race
Get the New Year off to a flying start!

The annual Commodore Day took place on the 2nd September.
As is usual we had a pursuit race before lunch, won by David,
Rose, with Maggie second and Mike P third.
After lunch the silly games started with the collect-the-colouredballoons-from-the-buoys competition. The wind was quite brisk
so the safety boat driver (yours truly) was kept busy recovering
escaped balloons and taking them back to the correct buoy. Ben
Tait’s team won, due almost entirely to the very impressive
racing changes which involved the crew member getting out of
the boat without it actually stopping and then the new member
getting in!! His team included Hannah and Gianluca so well
done to them all.
We invented a new game of throwing the throwing line. It
turned out to be good practice at throwing the line and then repacking it. Mark Tait won the men’s section whilst the ladies’
section was won jointly by Ann Planner and Joan Beech. One
attempt ended up on the clubhouse roof!! Sophie won the girls
prize.

There were three sections in the photo competition, Bill Taylor
won the Sailing section, Ann Planner won for Humour and
Melanie Wickens won for Wildlife. (Her winning photo is
elsewhere in this issue.)
We also had a paper and pencil competition where we had
photos of a selection of Olympic Gold medallists. In teams of no
more than four we had to name the athlete and the event in
which they won their gold medal. The winning team again was
the children’s including, Ben, Sophie and Gianluca. Another
Well Done!

All in all it was a lively day and a lot of fun. Thanks to all who
took part, organised games, prepared the barby and food and
finally thanks to Tom for being our Commodore.
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